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WEAVE galleries in Europeana

	 

 Diada castellera de la festa major de la Mercè a Barcelona. Actuació de les colles convidades a la plaça de Sant Jaume. Els

Castellers de Vilafranca carregant un 3 de 9 amb folre. S'observa l'enxaneta fent l'aleta.

img: Festa de la Mercè a Barcelona di Duran Fígols, Oriol - CRDI / Girona City Council - CC BY-NC-ND.

Disappearing trades and occupations
As our daily life and routines have changed a lot in past decades thanks to clever inventions and modernization, several jobs and

trades that used to offer the same conveniences through less technologically advanced solutions are disappearing. With these gallery

of workers with unique knowledge and skills, we celebrate the intangible heritage that is the art of the cobbler, the knocker up, the

rag-and-bone-man, the peddler, lamplighter and more!

A whiff of memory: favorite smells

A faint hint of perfume, a sharp waft of mint, freshly mown grass or cake cooling from the oven: smells are powerful triggers of

memory and emotion. Can you find your favorite in our gallery?

Never walk alone: processions
From Antiquitiy but particularly from the Middle Ages onwards, people worldwide have expressed belief, piety, societal cohesion

and solidarity by organizing as collective bodies moving through public space. In so-called procession, participants often perform

rituals, choreographies, songs and chants while wearing dedicated dress and carrying symbols, signs or banners.

Additionally, two more galleries were published by WEAVE Editorial Team in Europeana:

about the tradition of Castellers in Catalonia: Together we stand: human towers ]

and about various other intangible heritage practices: WEAVE intangible heritage.]
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This blog is part of WEAVE ? Widen European Access to cultural communities Via Europeana: a project funded by the European

Commission under the Connecting Europe Facilities (CEF) aimed at developing a framework to link the tangible and intangible

heritage of cultural communities.
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